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INTRODUCTION
METHODS
The procedure applied is presented in Figures 1 and 2. The alternative
experimental method to modelling is based on distinction between
uncertainty evaluation carried out by the laboratory itself (called intra-
laboratory approach) and uncertainty evaluation based on collaborative
studies (called inter-laboratory approach).
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METHODS TO EXPRESS DISPERSION OF RESULTS 
IN FOOD COMPOSITION DATA
In Europe one feature of National Food Composition Databanks (nFCDBs) is to provide data soundly
supported in standardized quality assurance procedures. It is now widely recognized that the evaluation
of the degree of dispersion associated with a result is an essential part of any quantitative analysis (1).
According to recent requirements the concept of data quality incorporates the evaluation of the
measurement uncertainty (MU) as an indicator of the reliability of the result. The aim of this work is to
study the typification of approaches used to estimate measurement uncertainty in food composition
analysis in compliance with the criteria established in the “Guide to the expression of uncertainty in
measurement (GUM)” (2). The work addressed the approaches founded on the modelling of the
measurement process as described in the GUM (chapter 8), and on the experimental approaches, typically
precision and bias data, obtained from within-laboratory validation studies, quality controls, inter-
laboratory method validation studies or proficiency testing schemes (3).
The intra-laboratory approach is subdivided into:
•Use of data from method validation in a single laboratory 
•Internal day to day  Quality Control  
The inter-laboratory approach is subdivided into:
•Use of data from collaborative method performance data (e.g. according 
to ISO 5725) which is used as target uncertainty 
•Use of data from (inter-laboratory) proficiency tests (PT)
The selected approach is then validated against another experimental
approach or modelling approach to guarantee that the probability of
including all uncertainty contributions will be maximized.Fig 2 Measureament uncertainty model when
reproducibility within-laboratory is combined with
the estimates of the method and laboratory bias.
Fig 1 Flowchart to choose appropriated approach and
validation procedure
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In this study, the most significant experimental methods, alternatively to modelling, were analyzed. From the overall results, performance of method seems the
most simple approach to define target uncertainty. However it involves the following steps: 1) obtaining estimates of the repeatability and reproducibility
standard deviations as described in the official method of analysis (CEN; ISO; AOAC; NKML); 2) verifying that the approach is applicable to specific food by
assuring that Internal quality Control encompasses all steps of sample preparation; 3) estimating the uncertainty, taking in account any additional effects such as
drift of equipment, or operator performance.
When uncertainty is estimated from reproducibility within laboratory associated with method and laboratory bias (obtained from CRM or PT schemes) three
situations may occur:
•The  combined uncertainty exceeds the limit meaning the method was not appropriate and validation method should be used 
•The  combined uncertainty agrees with the target uncertainty meaning the method was appropriate 
•The combined uncertainty is below the target uncertainty meaning before a final decision of rejection or acceptance of claimed value for expanded uncertainty 
laboratories are requested to demonstrate their budget uncertainty and main sources of error.
Based on our results systematic uncertainty budgets presented here facilitate the evaluation of data performed by different laboratories and could assist
compilers in establishing target uncertainty as a parameter associated to nutrient value that expresses the dispersion (range) of the data.
